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Contents

The Open File consists of the text (of_magcat.pdf) and data (sortedbymw.2002.xlsx).   The text discusses data selection, procedures and details of any earthquakes for which comments are needed.   The data file contains the moment magnitude catalog and includes source information about each earthquakes. The format is summarized below.

Sheet 1 contains the catalog itself.    Sheet 2 provides an explanation of columns J and K.   The complete citations for references in these columns may be found in the main text.  Columns A-I are outlined below.

Entries are color coded.    Unshaded lines indicate that the M values in Bent (2009) were adopted without further analysis.   Blue lines are for those events that were included in the Bent (2009) report but were re-evaluated in light of new information.    This did not always result in a change in the M value.   Events highlighted in yellow are events meeting the search criteria outlined in the text but that occurred since the publication of the Bent (2009) report.    Red is for historical events that met the initial search criteria but were not evaluated by Bent (2009) as they did not meet the completeness criteria for use in hazard assessment in Canada.   Finally, events highlighted in green did not meet the initial search criteria but were included in the catalog as they had instrumentally determined moment magnitudes within the range of other events evaluated and the author believes there is some benefit to having them catalogued in a single source.  

Column A: Event number (descending order based on M; for events of equal M, they are in ascending chronological order)

Columns B and C: data and origin time;  Universal Time (UT) is used;  unless stated otherwise, values in these columns as well as columns D-G are as stated in the NEDB (see Data and Resource section of text).  Date is written as yyyy-mm-dd.   For historical earthquakes whose origin times are not known the NEDB uses a default of 00:00:00.   It was verified that none of these earthquakes were known to have occurred at exactly midnight.   Similarly, if a 0 appears for day or month, it indicates that the precise value is unknown.

Columns D and E: latitude and longitude

Columns F and G: magnitude and magnitude type

Column H: earthquake locations (descriptive)

Column I:   M value preferred by this study

Columns J and K:  supporting information for Column I; see sheet 2 for details
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